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Star Wars Darth Bane Rule Of Two
As Darth Karrid, commander of the Imperial battle cruiser Ascendant Spear,
continues her efforts to spread Sith domination in the galaxy, Theron Shan joins
with smuggler Teff'ith and Jedi warrior Gnost-Dural for a dangerous mission to
end Ascendant Spear's reign of terror.
Darth Bane suffers the effects of using the dark side, doubts his apprentice for
her apparent lack of ambition, and pursues an artifact with the power of granting
immortality.
The Demon Cycle meets The Wheel of Time in this action-packed adventure!
From New York Times bestselling author and acclaimed videogame writer Drew
Karpyshyn comes the third and final novel in an original epic fantasy trilogy for
fans of Terry Goodkind, Peter V. Brett, and Brandon Sanderson. Four unlikely
champions, each touched with Chaos magic at birth, are all that can stop the
return of Daemron the Slayer, a hero who became a god—and then a demon.
Exiled by the Old Gods, Daemron has long plotted his vengeful return. Now that
moment is at hand, as the barrier imprisoning him—the Legacy—crumbles. Armed
with mighty Talismans, the four champions—Keegan, a wizard beset with selfdoubt; Cassandra, a seer terrified by her own future; Scythe, a peerless warrior
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whose only weak spot is a broken heart; and Vaaler, a prince without a
kingdom—seek the Keystone, a fabled place where, or so it is said, the Legacy
can be restored. But the plots of the Slayer are cunning and deep, and even the
most noble heart can be twisted by the tainted magic of Chaos—as Keegan,
Cassandra, Scythe, and Vaaler will soon discover. Praise for Chaos Unleashed
“A rich fantasy tale dripping with dark elements of horror and driven by . . .
characters that will have you flipping pages deep into the night to see what
happens next.”—Roqoo Depot Praise for Drew Karpyshyn’s Chaos Born series
“Karpyshyn’s doom-laden spin on myth and magic invigorates ancient
archetypes . . . as if Michael Moorcock’s decadence were filtered through J.R.R.
Tolkien’s heroism.”—Publishers Weekly, on The Scorched Earth “Thoroughly
entertaining . . . an engrossing story that’s easy to dive into and hard to
leave.”—Roqoo Depot, on Children of Fire
The epic story that began with Heir to the Empire reaches its dramatic conclusion
in this essential Star Wars Legends novel. The embattled Republic reels from the
attacks of Grand Admiral Thrawn, who has marshaled the remnants of the
Imperial forces and driven the Rebels back with an abominable technology
recovered from the Emperor's secret fortress: clone soldiers. As Thrawn mounts
his final siege, Han Solo and Chewbacca struggle to form a coalition of
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smugglers for a last-ditch attack, while Princess Leia holds the Alliance together
and prepares for the birth of her Jedi twins. The Republic has one last hopesending a small force into the very stronghold that houses Thrawn's terrible
cloning machines. There a final danger awaits, as the Dark Jedi C'baoth directs
the battle against the Rebels and builds his strength to finish what he already
started: the destruction of Luke Skywalker.
The epic tale of Darth Bane--the most famous Sith Lord ever--finds the forcesof
evil clashing in a spectacular battle, with the future of the Sith hangingin the
balance.
In a zombie horror tale set in the Star Wars universe, the Sith academy
apprentices react fearfully to new outbreaks of unexplained violence, the Dark
Lord's withdrawal, and a Jedi Master's efforts to rescue a hostage.
New York Times bestselling author Drew Karpyshyn has long thrilled readers
with his kinetic, fast-paced storytelling style. Now he returns with The Scorched
Earth, the second novel in his acclaimed series about four young people who will
either save the world or bring about its destruction. The Children of Fire—four
mortals touched by the power of Chaos—each embody one aspect of a fallen and
banished immortal champion: Keegan, the wizard; Scythe, the warrior;
Cassandra, the prophet; Vaaler, the king. Grown to adulthood, the Children are in
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search of the ancient Talismans that can stop the return of Daemron the Slayer,
ancient enemy of the Old Gods. But in acquiring Daemron’s Ring, they
unleashed a flood of Chaos magic on the land—leaving death, destruction, and a
vengeful queen in their wake. Now, beset on all sides by both mortal and
supernatural enemies, they realize that their strength and faith will be tested as
never before. And their greatest trial will be finding Daemron’s Sword, the last of
the ancient Talismans, before the entire mortal world is engulfed in the war and
Chaos that will herald the return of the Slayer. Praise for The Scorched Earth
“[Drew] Karpyshyn’s doom-laden spin on myth and magic invigorates ancient
archetypes in the second entry of the Chaos Born trilogy. . . . The journey is
complicated by unnerving ambiguity, grim imagery, and pessimistic overtones, as
if Michael Moorcock’s decadence were filtered through J.R.R. Tolkien’s
heroism.”—Publishers Weekly “If you’re a fan of fantasy and looking to try
something new, this series continues to shine. . . . [Karpyshyn] writes deep,
intriguing characters set in a strange world of unique magic. It’s a place where
magic is dangerous but essential.”—Roqoo Depot “An enjoyable read . . . I
recommend this for all fantasy fans.”—Book Reviews & Giveaways
Before the rise of Darth Vader and Darth Sidious, in an Old Republic marked by
an ongoing struggle between the Sidi and Jedi, Darth Bane plots to bring down
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the Brotherhood of the Sith and to replace it with a more powerful order.
As the last surviving Sith, Darth Bane promulgated a harsh new directive: the
Rule of Two. Now he is ready to put his policy into action, and he thinks he has
found the key element that will make his triumph complete: a student to train in
the ways of th
As Grand Master Luke investigates his nephew Jacen's strange powers, he
leaves the Jedi Order vulnerable to its unstable members and an increasingly
anti-Jedi government, a situation that is further complicated by a Sith plot.
Sleek, swift and deadly, the famed X-Wing fighters have earned their reputation
as the Rebel Alliance's ultimate strike force the hard way--first in battle, the last
line of defense. Now they must make a deal with the devil herself--an enemy
whose ultimate goal is their total annihilation. It's the kind of mission only Wedge
Antilles and the Rogue Squadron would dare to undertake. Against impossible
odds they will stage a daring raid into an enemy stronghold--only to be rescued
from certain destruction by an unexpected ally. Ysanne Isard, the ruthless
Imperial commander, has appeared on the scene seemingly from out of nowhere.
Now she proposes a most unusual alliance, offering to help Wedge rescue his
captured comrades from Imperial Warlord Admiral Krennel's sadistic prison
camp. But her offer is not without a price. Wedge must lead Rogue Squadron in
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Isard's deadly struggle against an enemy made in her own image. It's an offer
Wedge would love to refuse, for Isard is certain to betray them. But how can they
leave their comrades at Krennel's mercy? The answer is: they can't--even if it
means being caught between Krennel's ruthlessness and Isard's treachery.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
As Civil War between the Republic and the Separatists rages across the galaxy,
nowhere is the fighting more fierce than on the swamp world of Drongar, where a
beleaguered mobile hospital unit wages a never-ending war of its own . . . A
surgeon who covers his despair with wise-cracks; another who faces death and
misery head-on, venting his emotions through beautiful music . . . A nurse with
her heart in her work and her eye on a doctor . . . A Jedi Padawan on a healing
mission without her Master . . . These are the core members of a tiny med unit
serving the jungle world of Drongar, where battle is waged over the control of a
priceless native plant, and an endless line of medlifters brings in the wounded
and dying—mostly clone troopers, but also soldiers of all species. While the
healers work desperately to save lives, others plot secretly to profit from the
war—either by dealing on the black market or by manipulating the events of the
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war itself. In the end, though, all will face individual tests, and only those of
compassionate hearts and staunch spirits can hope to survive to fight another
day. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the
Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the
most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
In this essential Star Wars Legends novel, the second in the Darth Bane trilogy,
the fearsome Sith lord takes on a deadly new apprentice. Darth Bane's twisted
genius made him a natural leader among the Sith-until his radical embrace of an
all-but-forgotten wisdom drove him to destroy his own order . . . and create it
anew from the ashes. As the last surviving Sith, Darth Bane promulgated a harsh
new directive: the Rule of Two. Two there should be; no more, no less. One to
embody the power, the other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready to put his
policy into action and thinks he has found the key element that will make his
triumph complete: a student to train in the ways of the dark side. Though she is
young, Zannah possesses an instinctive link to the dark side that rivals his own.
With his guidance, she will become essential in his quest to destroy the Jedi and
dominate the galaxy.
Based on all six of the Star Wars movies, tells the story of Anakin Skywalker from
his birth in slavery to his death as the powerful Darth Vader. Reprint.
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Not just an epic videogame from BioWare and LucasArts, Star Wars: The Old
Republic™ spawned a New York Times bestselling series of novels—which are
now together in one electrifying ebook bundle. Fatal Alliance, Deceived, Revan,
and Annihilation tell four daringly original stories of Jedi and Sith that embody this
unique, beloved era in Star Wars Legends storytelling. . . . FATAL ALLIANCE by
Sean Williams From across the galaxy they’ve come: a Jedi Padawan, an extrooper drummed out of the Republic’s elite Blackstar Squad, and a mysterious
Mandalorian. An extraordinary auction has drawn them all together, in quest of a
prize whose value may be the wealth of a world itself. None intend to leave
empty-handed. All have secrets, desires, and schemes. And nothing could ever
unite them as allies—except the truth about the deadly danger of the object they
covet. But can Sith and Jedi, Republic and Empire, join as one against the
certain doom of the galaxy? DECEIVED by Paul S. Kemp A Sith warrior to rival
the most sinister of the Order’s Dark Lords, Darth Malgus brought down the Jedi
Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked the galaxy. But if war
crowned him the darkest of Sith heroes, peace will transform him into something
far more heinous—something Malgus would never want to be but cannot stop
becoming, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching. Her name
is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Jedi Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle
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for the Jedi Temple was her Master. REVAN by Drew Karpyshyn Hero, traitor,
conqueror, villain, savior—Revan has been all of these. He left Coruscant a Jedi,
on a mission to defeat the Mandalorians. He returned a Sith disciple, bent on
destroying the Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but the price
of redemption was the loss of his memories. All that’s left are nightmares—and
deep, abiding fear. One thing he’s certain of: Something very dark is plotting
against the Republic. With no idea how to identify the threat, let alone stop it,
Revan may be doomed to fail. But only death can stop him from trying.
ANNIHILATION by Drew Karpyshyn After his triumphant destruction of a Sith
superweapon arsenal, covert agent Theron Shan is recruited for an even more
dangerous mission. A power struggle has the Empire in flux, but Darth Karrid
remains bent on total domination, using a fearsome Imperial cruiser in her reign
of terror. Now, joined by a hotheaded smuggler and Karrid’s former Jedi Master,
Theron must match wits and weapons with a crew of the most cold-blooded dark
side disciples. And if they don’t seize their one chance to succeed, they will have
countless opportunities to die.
The greatest dangers hide the brightest treasures in this bold, planet-hopping
science fiction adventure series. The crew of the legendary Capricious are rich
enough to retire in comfort for the rest of their days, but none of it matters if the
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galaxy is still in danger. Nilah and Boots, the ship's newest crew-members hear
the word of a mysterious cult that may have links back to an ancient and allpowerful magic. To find it, hot-headed Nilah will have to go undercover and find
the source of their power without revealing her true identity. Meanwhile, Boots is
forced to confront the one person she'd hoped never to see again: her old, turncoat treasure-hunting partner.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. . . . When
the Emperor and his notorious apprentice, Darth Vader, find themselves stranded in the
middle of insurgent action on an inhospitable planet, they must rely on each other, the
Force, and their own ruthlessness to prevail. “It appears things are as you suspected,
Lord Vader. We are indeed hunted.” Anakin Skywalker, Jedi Knight, is just a memory.
Darth Vader, newly anointed Sith Lord, is ascendant. The Emperor’s chosen
apprentice has swiftly proven his loyalty to the dark side. Still, the history of the Sith
Order is one of duplicity, betrayal, and acolytes violently usurping their Masters—and the
truest measure of Vader’s allegiance has yet to be taken. Until now. On Ryloth, a
planet crucial to the growing Empire as a source of slave labor and the narcotic known
as “spice,” an aggressive resistance movement has arisen, led by Cham Syndulla, an
idealistic freedom fighter, and Isval, a vengeful former slave. But Emperor Palpatine
means to control the embattled world and its precious resources—by political power or
firepower—and he will be neither intimidated nor denied. Accompanied by his merciless
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disciple, Darth Vader, he sets out on a rare personal mission to ensure his will is done.
For Syndulla and Isval, it’s the opportunity to strike at the very heart of the ruthless
dictatorship sweeping the galaxy. And for the Emperor and Darth Vader, Ryloth
becomes more than just a matter of putting down an insurrection: When an ambush
sends them crashing to the planet’s surface, where inhospitable terrain and an army of
resistance fighters await them, they will find their relationship tested as never before.
With only their lightsabers, the dark side of the Force, and each other to depend on, the
two Sith must decide if the brutal bond they share will make them victorious allies or
lethal adversaries. Praise for Lords of the Sith “A compelling tale [that] gives us new
insight into the relationship between Darth Vader and his master, Emperor
Palpatine.”—New York Daily News “Endlessly fascinating . . . a tale [that is] not just
compelling but completely thrilling.”—Big Shiny Robot “The best novel so far in this new
era of official canon Star Wars stories.”—IGN “Packed with action . . . hard to put
down.”—Seattle Geekly
Here is the explosive conclusion of the blockbuster trilogy that chronicles the neverbefore-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the Star Wars(r) movie adventures,
these books chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man,
smuggler, and thief. The Millennium Falcon is "the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy."
So when Han Solo wins it in a game of sabacc, he and Chewbacca become kings of
the smugglers--uncatchable, unstoppable. But with the Empire clamping down, Han
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knows his luck can't last. Still, when an old girlfriend who is now the leader of an
insurgent Rebel group offers him a shot at an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The
plan seems a sure thing. The resistance will be light and the take enormous. Han and
his friends will divide it equally with the Rebels. Too bad for Han that the planet of
Ylesia is far from a pushover, that the Rebels have an agenda of their own, and that
smuggler friends can often turn into enemies...quicker than lightspeed. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
A twenty-fifth anniversary edition brings together the original, complete "Star Wars"
novels in a single volume that includes "Star Wars : a New Hope," "The Empire Strikes
Back," and "Return of the Jedi."
This essential Star Wars Legends novel is the first in a trilogy chronicling the rise of the
fearsome Sith lord Darth Bane. “A solid space adventure [that] charts the evolution of
an antihero almost as chilling as Darth Vader.”—Publishers Weekly On the run from
vengeful Republic forces, Dessel, a cortosis miner, vanishes into the ranks of the Sith
army and ships out to join the bloody war against the Republic and its Jedi champions.
There Dessel’s brutality, cunning, and exceptional command of the Force swiftly win
him renown as a warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful masters, a far greater destiny
awaits him. As an acolyte in the Sith academy, studying the secrets and skills of the
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dark side, Dessel embraces his new identity: Bane. But the true test is yet to come. In
order to gain acceptance into the Brotherhood of Darkness, he must defy the most
sacred traditions and reject all he has been taught. It is a trial by fire in which he must
surrender fully to the dark side—and forge from the ashes a new era of absolute power.
Mike Grell’s defining run on the Emerald Archer concludes here in GREEN ARROW
VOL. 9: OLD TRICKS. Oliver Queen’s New Year’s bash is in full swing when an arrow
strikes him from the rooftops. A mysterious archer from Ollie’s past has come for his
head. With the return of Shado, and the aid of Dinah Lance and Marianne, they will
have to scour the Seattle Underground to uncover the truth. With tension growing
between Dinah and Oliver after his kiss with Marianne, will surviving the archer be
enough to keep them together? Collecting issues #73-80 and Grell’s origin story,
GREEN ARROW: THE WONDER YEAR #1-4.
After a violent civil war and the devastation wrought by the now-fallen Darth Caedus,
the Galactic Alliance is in crisis--and in need, in this latest chapter in the extraordinary
history of the "Star Wars" Galaxy.
An original adventure featuring Jedi Kerra Holt—star of the hot new Dark Horse Knight
Errant comic series A thousand years before Luke Skywalker, a generation before
Darth Bane, in a galaxy far, far away . . . The Republic is in crisis. The Sith roam
unchecked, vying with one another to dominate the galaxy. But one lone Jedi, Kerra
Holt, is determined to take down the Dark Lords. Her enemies are strange and many:
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Lord Daiman, who imagines himself the creator of the universe; Lord Odion, who
intends to be its destroyer; the curious siblings Quillan and Dromika; the enigmatic
Arkadia. So many warring Sith weaving a patchwork of brutality—with only Kerra Holt to
defend the innocents caught underfoot. Sensing a sinister pattern in the chaos, Kerra
embarks on a journey that will take her into fierce battles against even fiercer enemies.
With one against so many, her only chance of success lies with forging alliances among
those who serve her enemies—including a mysterious Sith spy and a clever mercenary
general. But will they be her adversaries or her salvation? Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last
thirty years!
In this essential Star Wars Legends novel, the second in the Darth Bane trilogy, the
fearsome Sith lord takes on a deadly new apprentice. Darth Bane’s twisted genius
made him a natural leader among the Sith–until his radical embrace of an all-butforgotten wisdom drove him to destroy his own order . . . and create it anew from the
ashes. As the last surviving Sith, Darth Bane promulgated a harsh new directive: the
Rule of Two. Two there should be; no more, no less. One to embody the power, the
other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready to put his policy into action and thinks he has
found the key element that will make his triumph complete: a student to train in the
ways of the dark side. Though she is young, Zannah possesses an instinctive link to the
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dark side that rivals his own. With his guidance, she will become essential in his quest
to destroy the Jedi and dominate the galaxy.

Three young cousins, recruited by the Jedis, journey towards their destinies as
they are involved in the ancient battle between Lord Hoth and his Jedis and the
Sith Brotherhood of Darkness, led by Lord Kaan.
Han and Leia endeavor to keep an increasingly unstable Jedi Order out of the
control of government security; while Luke and his son, Ben, search a mysterious
region of space for clues about Jacen's fall to the dark side. Reprint. A bestselling novel.
In his quest for total domination, Darth Sidious compiled six legendary dark side
texts detailing Sith history and philosophy by Sorzus Syn, Darth Malgus, Darth
Bane, Mother Talzin, Darth Plagueis, and himself. Together these documents
form the Book of Sith. Over the centuries, the texts were passed among Force
users who left handwritten notes and annotations in the margins, including Darth
Vader, Yoda, Mace Windu, and Luke Skywalker, among others. Collected by
acclaimed Star Wars writer Daniel Wallace and embellished by numerous
esteemed Star Wars illustrators, this volume introduces new characters and
history, and delves deeper into understanding the philosophies and methods
behind the dark side of the Force.
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Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has power
over life and death, joins forces with his apprentice, one-day emperor Darth
Sidious, to try to dominate the whole galaxy. Movie tie-in.
Drew Karpyshyn has made his mark with imaginative, action-packed work on
several acclaimed videogames, including Mass Effect and Star Wars: Knights of
the Old Republic, as well as in a succession of New York Times bestselling tie-in
novels. Now Karpyshyn introduces a brilliantly innovative epic fantasy of perilous
quests, tormented heroes, and darkest sorcery—a thrilling adventure that vaults
him into the company of such authors as Terry Goodkind, Brandon Sanderson,
and Peter V. Brett. Long ago the gods chose a great hero to act as their agent in
the mortal world and to stand against the demonic spawn of Chaos. The gods
gifted their champion, Daemron, with three magical Talismans: a sword, a ring,
and a crown. But the awesome power at his command corrupted Daemron,
turning him from savior to destroyer. Filled with pride, he dared to challenge the
gods themselves. Siding with the Chaos spawn, Daemron waged a titanic battle
against the Immortals. In the end, Daemron was defeated, the Talismans were
lost, and Chaos was sealed off behind the Legacy—a magical barrier the gods
sacrificed themselves to create. Now the Legacy is fading. On the other side, the
banished Daemron stirs. And across the scattered corners of the land, four
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children are born of suffering and strife, each touched by one aspect of Daemron
himself—wizard, warrior, prophet, king. Bound by a connection deeper than blood,
the Children of Fire will either restore the Legacy or bring it crashing down,
freeing Daemron to wreak his vengeance upon the mortal world. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from Drew Karpyshyn's The Scorched Earth. Praise
for Children of Fire “This intricately layered adventure breathes realism and
overshadowing menace into ancient mythic archetypes, exposing the pain and
wonder inherent in magic and the mingled hope and cynicism of modern
fantasy.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A rousing quest fantasy . . . a fastpaced action-packed good and evil thriller.”—SF Revu “From the first page of
Children of Fire, Karpyshyn captures the reader’s attention with his excellent,
intricate storyline.”—RT Book Reviews “Children of Fire stands on its own as a
thoroughly entertaining tale. The book strikes a perfect balance between
character driven storytelling and rich world building.”—Roqoo Depot “[Karpyshyn]
is truly a master of world building. . . . I would recommend this title to any fan of
the genre.”—Among the Wreckage “Compulsively readable, wildly
entertaining.”—A Girl, A Boy and A Blog “Children of Fire is engrossing, and full
of characters that are modern. . . . I thoroughly enjoyed Children of Fire and look
forward for the next two books.”—FANgirl Blog “Drew Karpyshyn weaves a rich,
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contrasting tapestry of epic story and doom. Gripping and compelling from first
page to last, Children of Fire is a dark-chocolate fantasy; delightfully biting and
delectable at once. Four ill-fated children born under a sign of chaos and flame
carried me on a journey into an intriguing world of shadowy wonder. It is a
spellbinding epic told with masterful craft. Well done, Drew!”—Tracy Hickman,
New York Times bestselling co-author of the Dragonlance and Death Gate series
When the Sith Wars were over, the Jedi thought the Sith had been destroyed.
But one remained: Darth Bane, the most powerful Sith Lord ever. And now, in
secret, he is setting out to build his new Sith Order, with which he intends to rule
the galaxy, with his new apprentice by his side.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The Jedi have struck a blow against tyranny.
Can they strike down ultimate evil? Chief of State Natasi Daala has been
overthrown, and the Jedi Order has taken control of the Galactic Alliance. But
while the new governors dismantle Daala’s draconian regime, forces still loyal to
the deposed official are mobilizing a counterstrike. And even the Jedi’s new
authority may not be enough to save Tahiri Veila, the former Jedi Knight and
onetime Sith apprentice convicted of treason for the killing of Galactic Alliance
officer Gilad Pellaeon. Meanwhile, Luke and Ben Skywalker are relentlessly
pursuing Abeloth, the powerful dark-side entity bent on ruling the galaxy. But as
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they corner their monstrous quarry on the planet Nam Chorios, the two lone Jedi
must also face the fury of the Sith death squadron bearing down on them. And
when Abeloth turns the tables with an insidious ambush, the Skywalkers’ quest
threatens to become a suicide mission. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
With the end of the Sith Wars, the Jedi are convinced that the Sith have been
destroyed, unaware that Darth Bane, the creator of the "Rule of Two," survives
and is preparing in secret to build a new Sith Order, with which he plans to rule
with his new apprentice at his side, in the sequel to Path of Destruction. Reprint.
This essential Star Wars Legends novel is the first in a trilogy chronicling the rise
of the fearsome Sith lord Darth Bane. "A solid space adventure [that] charts the
evolution of an antihero almost as chilling as Darth Vader."--Publishers Weekly
On the run from vengeful Republic forces, Dessel, a cortosis miner, vanishes into
the ranks of the Sith army and ships out to join the bloody war against the
Republic and its Jedi champions. There Dessel's brutality, cunning, and
exceptional command of the Force swiftly win him renown as a warrior. But in the
eyes of his watchful masters, a far greater destiny awaits him. As an acolyte in
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the Sith academy, studying the secrets and skills of the dark side, Dessel
embraces his new identity: Bane. But the true test is yet to come. In order to gain
acceptance into the Brotherhood of Darkness, he must defy the most sacred
traditions and reject all he has been taught. It is a trial by fire in which he must
surrender fully to the dark side--and forge from the ashes a new era of absolute
power.
Dr. Aphra teams up with Darth Vader himself in the original script to the
audiobook production—an expanded adaptation of the critically acclaimed Marvel
comics series. Dr. Chelli Lona Aphra, rogue archaeologist, is in trouble again. A
pioneer in the field of criminal xenoarchaeology, Aphra recognizes no law, has no
fear, and possesses no impulse control. To her, the true worth of the galactic
relics she discovers is found not in a museum but in an arsenal. This viewpoint
has led to a lot of misunderstandings. After her latest plan goes horribly wrong,
Aphra’s roguish ways are on the verge of catching up to her. That’s when
suddenly Darth Vader, terror of the galaxy, swoops in with his lightsaber and . . .
saves her life? Don’t get her wrong—it’s not like she’s ungrateful. Sure, her new
boss is a lord of the Sith. And okay, she may have just become a pawn in a
deadly game being played by him and his boss, who happens to be the Galactic
Emperor. And yes, the life expectancy of anyone who disappoints Vader can be
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measured in seconds. But she’s back doing what she does best. She’s got a
ship to fly, a heist to pull, and two unorthodox but effective metal buddies: TripleZero, a protocol droid specializing in etiquette, customs, translation, and torture;
and BT-1, an astromech loaded with enough firepower to take down a
battlecruiser. Together, they might just find a way to get the job done and avoid
the deadly performance review that waits at its conclusion. Just kidding. She’s
doomed.
The epic tale of Darth Bane, the most famous Sith Lord ever, finds the forces of
evil clashing in a spectacular battle, with the future of the Sith hanging in the
balance.
Set a thousand years before the events of Star Wars: A New Hope, Drew
Karpyshyn’s electrifying Darth Bane novels take us deep into the dark side. This
action-packed series follows the transformation of a lost young man who
becomes a legendary Sith Lord, able to wield the awesome power of the Force
as never before. Packed with nonstop thrills, the entire Darth Bane trilogy is now
available as an eBook bundle featuring PATH OF DESTRUCTION RULE OF
TWO DYNASTY OF EVIL After a high-stakes card game ends violently, Dessel,
a lowly miner, vanishes into the ranks of the Sith army and ships out to join the
war against the Republic and its Jedi champions. There, Dessel’s brutality,
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cunning, and exceptional command of the Force swiftly win him renown as a
warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful masters, a far greater destiny awaits him .
. . if he can prove himself worthy. As an acolyte in the Sith Academy, studying at
the feet of its greatest masters, Dessel embraces his new identity: Bane.
However, in order to gain full acceptance into this chilling Brotherhood, he must
surrender completely to the dark side. Only by defying the most sacred traditions
of the Sith can Bane hope to triumph—and forge from the ashes a new era of
absolute power.
Rule of Two: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane)Del Rey
In this essential Star Wars Legends novel, Mace Windu must journey to his longforgotten homeworld to confront a terrifying mystery with dire personal
consequences. The jungle planet of Haruun Kal, homeworld of the legendary
Jedi Master Mace Windu, has become a battleground in the increasing hostilities
between the Republic and the renegade Separatist movement. The Jedi Council
has sent Depa Billaba—Mace’s former Padawan and fellow Council member—to
Haruun Kal to train the local tribesmen as a guerrilla resistance force. But now
the Separatists have pulled back, and Depa has not returned. The only clue to
her disappearance is a cryptic recording left at the scene of a brutal massacre: a
recording that hints of madness and murder, and the darkness in the jungle . . . a
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recording in Depa’s own voice. Mace Windu trained Depa. Only he can find her.
Only he can learn what has changed her. Only he can stop her. He will leave
behind the Republic he serves, the civilization he believes in, everything but his
passion for peace and his devotion to his former Padawan. And he will learn the
terrible price that must be paid when keepers of the peace are forced to make
war. . . .
Millennia before the rise of Darth Vader and Darth Sidious, in an Old Republic
marked by an ongoing struggle between the Sidi and Jedi, Darth Bane plots to
bring down the Brotherhood of the Sith and to replace it with a more powerful
order.
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